In the field of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), the task of estimating the size of particles in solution is usually synonymous with the Guinier plot. The approximation behind this plot, developed by Guinier in 1939, provides a simple yet accurate characterization of the scattering behavior of particles at low scattering angle or momentum transfer q, together with a computationally efficient way of inferring their radii of gyration R G . Moreover, this approximation is valid beyond spherical scatterers, making its use ubiquitous in the SAXS world. However, when it is important to estimate further particle characteristics, such as the anisotropy of the scatterer's shape, no similar or extended approximations are available. Existing tools to characterize the shape of scatterers rely either on prior knowledge of the scatterers' geometry or on iterative procedures to infer the particle shape ab initio. In this work, a low-angle approximation of the scattering intensity I(q) for ellipsoids of revolution is developed and it is shown how the size and anisotropy information can be extracted from the parameters of that approximation. The goal of the approximation is not to estimate a particle's full structure in detail, and thus this approach will be less accurate than well known iterative and ab initio reconstruction tools available in the literature. However, it can be considered as an extension of the Guinier approximation and used to generate initial estimates for the aforementioned iterative techniques, which usually rely on R G and D max for initialization. This formulation also demonstrates that nonlinearity in the Guinier plot can arise from anisotropy in the scattering particles. Beyond ideal ellipsoids of revolution, it is shown that this approximation can be used to estimate the size and shape of molecules in solution, in both computational and experimental scenarios. The limits of the approach are discussed and the impact of a particle's anisotropy in the Guinier estimate of R G is assessed.
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Introduction
The Guinier approximation (Guinier, 1939 ) is a ubiquitous tool to assess the size of scatterers in small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments. This approximation relates the radius of gyration R G of a particle to the exponential decay of the scattering curve I(q) around the origin:
Here q = (4 /)sin ( is half the scattering angle and is the wavelength of the incident radiation) and R G is measured as the linear decay of the plot ln [I(q)] versus q 2 , commonly known as the Guinier plot (Putnam et al., 2007) . As the parameter R G is model independent, this approximation can be applied to any type of scatterer, which explains the Guinier approximation's universal presence in the SAXS community. R G can also be computed from the pairwise distance distribution function p(r), using indirect Fourier transform based (Glatter, 1977; Svergun, 1992) . While these methods provide more reliable R G estimates than the Guinier method owing to the use of the whole I(q) curve, they depend on knowledge of the value of the maximum interatomic distance D max , which makes the Guinier approach preferable in scenarios when one wants to efficiently estimate R G from I(q) without any prior assumptions.
Additional features of a scatterer, like its anisotropy, can be recovered from I(q) if one knows a priori the geometry of the scatterer. For the case of simple shapes (e.g. cylinders, parallelepipeds, ellipsoids etc.), the curve I(q) has a clear relationship with the geometric parameters (Feigin & Svergun, 1987) , and these parameters can be estimated by iterative curve fitting (Konarev et al., 2003) . However, most biomolecules deviate from this ideal geometry, and ab initio modeling is typically applied in order to estimate their shape (Franke & Svergun, 2009) .
In this work we show that one can approximate the anisotropy of biological scatterers by assuming an ellipsoid-like behavior of I(q) for low q. To do so, we develop a fourth-order approximation of the scattering curve I(q) for ellipsoids of revolution and present a Guinier-like parameter estimation to infer both size and anisotropy from the curve I(q) in a direct non-iterative manner. The goal of this approximation is not to replace, or compete with, iterative shape-fitting tools like BODIES (Konarev et al., 2003) or ab initio dummy-atom reconstruction programs like DAMMIF (Franke & Svergun, 2009 ), as their model-based and iterative nature is bound to provide better estimates and fits to the data than 'one-shot' approaches. Rather the goal is to obtain reasonably accurate estimates of overall anisotropy in a single calculation with little additional overhead. However, given the dependency of iterative algorithms on initialization strategies, we believe that including such anisotropy estimates in these procedures might yield more reliable results than initializations that depend only on R G and D max , which is the standard practice in the literature.
We test the presented approach with both computed I(q) curves from molecules in the Protein Data Bank (PDB; Berman et al., 2000) and real data from the BIOISIS database ) covering a wide range of axial ratios and compare the estimated geometries with their molecular structure. The presented method successfully approximates the anisotropy for all the test cases, showing its applicability for SAXS data analysis. We show how our axial ratios compare with those obtained from a detailed iterative method (BODIES; Konarev et al., 2003) and report on the sensitivity of our approach to the noise level of the data.
The paper is structured as follows: We start Section 2 by reviewing the results in the literature regarding the X-ray scattering of ellipsoidal bodies. From those results, we derive an approximation of I(q) as a function of the ellipsoid's semiaxes. A simple least-squares algorithm is proposed to carry out a polynomial fit to the I(q) curve and to recover the semiaxes from the parameters of that fit. In Section 3 we numerically validate the proposed approach, by computing the I(q) curve of a series of ideal ellipsoids of revolution across a large aspect ratio range and then recovering the parameters of those ellipsoids using the proposed approach. This experiment is then extended to molecular models from the PDB, whose scattering is computed using the FoXS software (SchneidmanDuhovny et al., 2010) , and to six experimental SAXS data sets from the BIOISIS database for which a computational model of the scatterer was available. At the end of Section 3 we discuss the accuracy of R G estimation via the proposed approximation and the Guinier plot, and we summarize our conclusions in Section 4.
Methods

Background
The scattering behavior of ellipsoids of revolution has been widely studied in the SAXS field, going back to Guinier's seminal work in X-ray scattering from 1939 (Guinier, 1939) . As also noted in the same year by Patterson (1939) , the form factor for this class of ellipsoids, with semiaxes R, R, R, where is the axial ratio of the ellipsoid, can be expressed as 
This integral is a hypergeometric function (Roess & Shull, 1947) , which can only be evaluated numerically. Owing to this lack of a closed analytic form, the ellipsoid parameters R and cannot be estimated directly from the I R (q) curve, so methods that rely either on iterative curve fitting (Sholer, 1975; Konarev et al., 2003) or comparison with precomputed curves (Feigin & Svergun, 1987) have been proposed to solve this estimation problem. In this work we propose to carry out an approximation of I R (q) around the origin and use the coefficients of that approximation to estimate the ellipsoid parameters.
Approximating I R (q)
The first step in the approximation is to express the function S(u) in equation (2) 
À2 sinðuÞ cosðuÞ
Applying the change of indices n = m À 3, n = m À 2 and n = m À 3 in equations (5), (6) and (7), respectively, and adding the three terms together, we get a single summation in the form of
Adding this final expression into the I R (q) integral in equation (3) and exchanging the order of the integral and the summation, we get
Next we rewrite the double integral above as a finite series as a function of powers of . First we note that no term inside the integral depends on , so that integral reduces to a 2 constant factor. Using the equality sin 2 ðÞ ¼ 1 À cos 2 ðÞ and applying the change of variables x ¼ cosðÞ, we get
Finally, we apply the binomial theorem to the term inside the integral and get
which leads to the infinite series
Developing the first three terms of this series, we conclude
Using the expression for the radius of gyration of an ellip-
, we note that the quadratic term in equation (13) corresponds to ÀR 2 G =3, as in equation (1). The quartic term depends on the fourth power of the radius of gyration and an additional term which we refer to as the anisotropy factor A 2 F ¼ ½R 2 ð2 À 2 2 Þ=5 2 . This anisotropy factor is 0 for the spherical case = 1, and increases as deviates from 1, i.e. as the anisotropy of the ellipsoid increases. Adding these terms to equation (13) we get the final form of the approximation:
One can estimate the parameters R G 2 and A F 2 by performing a simple least-squares polynomial fit of order P on the scattering data I(q), i.e. find the parameters ½a 0 ; a 1 ; . . . ; a P such that the norm of the error ¼ IðqÞ À P P i a i q 2i is minimized. Calculating R and from the estimated R G 2 and A F 2 leads to two solutions, one for the oblate case < 1 and one for the prolate case ! 1. In low-noise situations, one can decide between these cases by computing the q 6 term in equation (12) for both pairs of R and and comparing those values with the estimated q 6 term in the polynomial fit. However, higher-order terms are increasingly sensitive to small variations of the ellipsoid parameters, so the presence of noise, expected in most experimental scenarios, will drastically reduce the reliability of this disambiguation. In those cases, both oblate and prolate solutions should be regarded as viable candidates. 
Results and discussion
In this section we put into practice the method presented in the previous section. First, we test the approach with scattering curves from ideal ellipsoids, scanning through a wide range of aspect ratios. Then we apply the proposed method to SAXS curves from different molecules, reporting on both curves calculated from computational models and data measured in SAXS experiments.
Anisotropy estimation for ideal ellipsoids
To test the proposed parameter estimation in the ideal case, we computed a set of scattering curves I R (q) by numerically evaluating the integral in equation (3). To cover a wide set of test cases, we fixed R G of the ellipsoids to 10 and scanned the range of 30 values from 0.1 to 3. The corresponding curves can be seen in Fig. 1(a) .
To estimate the parameters, a least-squares polynomial fit was performed on the computed I R (q) curves in the range 0 < q < 0.05, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(a) . A polynomial order of P = 6 was used for the fit, and the oblate/prolate candidate was chosen by selecting the one that better approximated the q 6 fitting term, as explained in Section 2. The results of the parameter estimation are shown in Fig. 1(b) and R (right axis) as a function of for an ellipsoid of revolution with R G = 10. For each test case, the estimated and R are plotted as circles and triangles, respectively. As shown by the agreement of the estimated parameters with the ideal curves, the proposed method is able to correctly estimate both and R for all test cases.
Anisotropy estimation for molecules
Next we applied the proposed method to scattering curves of biomolecules. We start with scattering patterns from computational models from the PDB. The structures used are those of adenylate kinase (PDB code 1ake; Mü ller & Schulz, 1992), lysozyme (PDB code 2lyz; Diamond, 1974) , bovine serum albumin (BSA; PDB code 3v03; Majorek et al., 2012) and hemoglobin (PDB code 1a3n; Tame & Vallone, 2000) . The scattering curves for each model, shown in Fig. 2(a) , were computed with the FoXS software.
Given that the proposed approximation uses higher-order terms of I(q) than the Guinier approximation, the q range in which to carry out the polynomial fit should be expected to contain higher q values than the q range usually employed for the Guinier plot (i.e. qR G 1.3). This q range needs to reach high enough values of q to capture the effect of the high-order terms used in the approximation, but not too high so as to avoid the leaking of even higher order terms in the estimation. We have also observed a dependency on the lower end of the q range when estimating anisotropy on experimental SAXS curves, which we believe could be due deviations of the SAXS noise from the additive white Gaussian noise model implicitly assumed by the least-squares algorithm (Minh & Makowski, 2013; Onuk et al., 2015) . After extensive numerical experiments on both computed and measured SAXS curves of molecules, the range 1 qR G 3 has been found to be appropriate for the anisotropy estimation proposed in this work. Interested readers are referred to Section 2 of the supplementary material for an extended analysis on the effect of the qR G range in the parameter estimation.
To find the appropriate q range for each curve, the radius of gyration R G for each model was estimated from its corresponding curves using the Guinier fit routine from the software suite BioXTAS RAW (Nielsen et al., 2009) , and the polynomial fit was carried out in the range 1 qR G 3, based on the estimate of R G . The resulting intervals are indicated by brackets in the curves shown in Fig. 2(a) .
Again the polynomial estimation was carried out using a polynomial order of P = 6 and the oblate/prolate candidate was chosen by selecting the one that better approximated the q 6 fitting term. Estimated ellipsoidal envelopes for the PDB structures (a) adenylate kinase (1ake), (b) lysozyme (2lyz), (c) BSA (3v03) and (d) hemoglobin (1a3n). The color of the ellipsoid indicates whether the oblate (green) or prolate (blue) candidate was chosen. Ellipsoids were generated using the axial lengths provided by our method and manually aligned to the molecular structures rendered with Chimera. generated using the axial lengths provided by our method and manually aligned to the molecular structure using the visualization software Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) . The results illustrate that the proposed approach is able to reliably estimate the oblate/prolateness of the structure and estimate its approximate envelope, even when the structure greatly deviates from an ellipsoidal shape (e.g. BSA in Fig. 3c) . The values for the estimated axes are shown in Table 1 Lastly, we carried out the anisotropy estimation on experimental SAXS curves. We used curves from the BIOISIS database for which a corresponding PDB model was available, as well as SAXS data collected by our group. The SAXS data used correspond to xylanase (BID 1XYNTP; Rambo & Tainer, 2013) Jin et al., 1997) and SAXS data collected by our laboratory (Ngu et al., 2019) .
We first computed a sixth-order polynomial fit, carried out over the range 1 qR G 3. The results, presented in Table 2 (first two columns), show that for some of the test cases the method gave invalid semiaxis estimates, in the form of Estimated ellipsoidal envelopes for the real data curves of (a) xylanase (BID 1XYNTP), (b) superoxide dismutase (BID APSODP) and (c) glycosil hydrolase (BID AT5GHP). The color of the ellipsoid indicates the oblate (green) and prolate (blue) candidates. Ellipsoids were generated using the axial lengths provided by our method and manually aligned to the molecular structures rendered with Chimera.
Figure 5
Estimated ellipsoidal envelopes for the real data curves of (a) ubiquitin-like modifier-activating enzyme ATG7 (BID ATG7CP), (b) MnmG-tRNA complex (BID MnmG2X) and (c) OTC (1akm) and SAXS data collected by our laboratory (Ngu et al., 2019) . The color of the ellipsoid indicates the oblate (green) and prolate (blue) candidates. Ellipsoids were generated using the axial lengths provided by our method and manually aligned to the molecular structures rendered with Chimera.
complex values (shown in the referenced table as 'N/A'). This is likely to be due to the impact of noise in the higher-order polynomial term estimation (see Section 1 of the supplementary material). To prevent that, a second polynomial fit was done using a polynomial order of four, whose results are shown in Table 2 (middle two columns). Reducing the order of the fit resulted in feasible (i.e. non-complex) estimates for all cases but one. Interestingly, reducing the polynomial order also reduced the estimated anisotropy. These findings were replicated in a study where we estimated the anisotropy of the PDB structures presented above with progressively increasing levels of noise added to the data (supplementary material, Fig. S1 ). These results suggest an intricate relationship between noise level and the apparent anisotropy of a particle.
A visual comparison of the respective PDB structures of each test case and the computed ellipsoidal parameters is carried out in Figs. 4 and 5, where oblate estimates are shown in green and prolate in blue. Judging from the visual agreement between the molecular structures and the superimposed ellipsoids in Figs. 4 and 5, in all test cases the presented method is able to provide a satisfactory envelope for at least one of the prolate/oblate candidates.
To understand how our results relate to anisotropy computed via a full iterative reconstruction, we compared our results with ones obtained by the program BODIES. BODIES iteratively fits the scattering model in equation (3) to an input I(q) curve, using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm. To account for the random initialization of BODIES, we ran it ten times for each test case, which yielded an oblate and a prolate estimate for each test case. The BODIES estimates are reported in the last two columns of Table 2 the proposed approach in Fig. 6(a) . Overall, BODIES provides more anisotropic estimates than the proposed approach, which is in accord with the apparent anisotropy underestimation resulting from the low-order fit of our approach. However, we believe that the similarity between the two sets of estimates shows the potential of the proposed method to initialize iterative approaches like BODIES in a direct way. For completeness, we also include a comparison of the computed I(q) curves corresponding to the ellipsoid parameters estimated by both methods in Fig. 6(b) , where the region in which the polynomial fit is carried out is shown between green bars. As expected, BODIES provides, as a general trend, a better fit to the experimental data because of its iterative nature. However, given that the goal of this approach is the estimation of physical parameters like anisotropy, we believe comparisons in real space (as opposed to reciprocal), like those in Table 2 and Figs. 4, 5 and 6(a), provide a more natural way to analyze the performance of these kinds of methods.
Given our results, a key topic for future work would be to develop further tools to decide the most suitable candidate between the oblate and prolate alternatives. In that regard, there are several approaches to be investigated. Since Porod's law and the 'power law regime' (Putnam et al., 2007) have been claimed to be effective in discerning between oblate and prolate scattering by analyzing the decay of I(q) in the high-q range, this is one option that could be pursued.
Visual inspection of the low-q decay of the SAXS curves can also be useful in guiding that decision. We note that for the most elongated real data cases, i.e. APSODP in Fig. 4(b) , ATG7CP in Fig. 5(a) and MnmG2X in Fig. 5(b) , their SAXS curves in Fig. 2(b) follow an almost linear decay in the fitting region (highlighted by the bracketed region), while the other test cases exhibit a more concave decay. This phenomenon is due to the contribution of A F 2 in equation (14): if A F 2 is low, the curve is dominated by the negative quadratic term, creating a concave decay in the SAXS curve. However, as A F 2 increases, the convex trend in the quartic term compensates for the concave quadratic, resulting in the approximately linear decay.
An additional criterion might be developed by consideration of the mechanics of protein folding/stability to assess which degrees of oblate/prolateness are most likely, or even possible. For the most elongated test cases mentioned above, the oblate 2 is below 0.2, which results in a very flat oblate envelope that appears to be a very rare protein shape, perhaps largely precluded by considerations of stability. In those cases, the prolate candidate would appear the most likely.
Constrained estimation
A limitation of the proposed approach to estimate R G and A F is that the simple polynomial fit IðqÞ ' P P i a i q 2i in Section 2 ignores certain constraints imposed by the model in equation (14) . For example, we ignore the fact that, as R G 2 is nonnegative, the coefficient a 1 associated with q 2 in the polynomial must be non-positive, since a 1 ' ÀR 
where I 2 R N is the SAXS intensity pattern, a 2 R P+1 are the coefficients of the polynomial fit and, given q ¼ ½q 1 ; . . . ; q N , the associated momentum transfers for I, V is the Vandermonde matrix of even powers of q:
The unconstrained polynomial fit can be seen as the solution of the optimization problem in equation (15) without the inequality constraint and can easily be solved in closed form. The constrained version, though, is an instance of a more general class of problems known as quadratically constrained quadratic problems (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004) and can generally only be solved by iterative methods. However, for the task of estimating a scatterer's anisotropy, we show next that the computationally simpler unconstrained fit is enough to recover A F 2 . To do so we rely in the convexity of (15). When solving the unconstrained problem, the optimal polynomial parameters a can either satisfy or violate the inequality constraint in (15) . If the constraint is satisfied, then we are guaranteed that a are also the optimal parameters for the constrained problem. If the constraint is violated, by the convexity of (15), we are guaranteed that the optimal constrained solution will lie on the boundary of the feasible region, i.e. will satisfy the inequality constrained with equality 9 21 a 2 1 ¼ a 2 . When this happens, we have that A F 2 = 0 and = 1, characteristic of a spherical scatterer. One can then rely on solving just the unconstrained problem and applying the following guideline: if A F 2 is positive, the result is kept, otherwise, A F 2 = 0.
Effect of particle anisotropy on the estimate of R G
Finally, we analyze the accuracy of our method's R G estimation and compare it with that of Guinier's approach. While the goal of the proposed method is not to more accurately estimate R G but to infer the anisotropy characteristics of the scatterer, we find it of interest to analyze how much the two approaches deviate from one another in their R G estimation. Feigin & Svergun (1987) studied the impact of higher-order terms of the Taylor expansion of I(q) on Guinier's R G estimate, using the normalized moments of the correlation function of a given particle. Here we study the impact on that estimation directly from the ellipsoid parameters R G and .
To get a quantitative measure of the difference in estimate of R G , we calculate the discrepancy between the two approximations. The scattering intensity in the Guinier case, denoted by I G , can be deduced by taking the first three terms of the Taylor series expansion of equation (1):
Aside from the lack of the anisotropy factor from equation (14), I G gives a slightly greater importance to the q 4 term, where R G 4 is scaled by 1/18, instead of the 1/21 factor in our approximation. The model mismatch is given by
The discrepancy function () is zero at = (3.5191) 1/2 = 1.876 and = (0.0598) 1/2 = 0.245, negative between these roots, and positive everywhere else. The expected effect on the R G estimation from this discrepancy is that the Guinier approximation would tend to underestimate R G wherever () is positive and to overestimate R G when () is negative. To test this hypothesis, we estimated the R G of the 30 ideal ellipsoids presented in Section 3 by carrying out a linear fit to their Guinier plot in the range [q min , q max ] for q min R G = 0 and q max R G = 0.5, 1 and 1.3, as well as estimating R G using the proposed approach. Fig. 7 shows the resulting R G estimates.
Our approach correctly estimated R G in all cases. The Guinier plot provided a perfect R G estimate for ' 0.25 and ' 1.85, coinciding with the approximate location of the zeros of equation (18), and exhibited the under/overestimation pattern predicted by (). The Guinier results also showed a q max dependency, where the disagreement between the Guinier estimation and the true R G increases with q max , as a result of the q 4 term of the discrepancy (). These results indicate that the R G estimate does depend on the anisotropy of the scatterer (under the proposed ellipsoidal geometry) and, surprisingly, show that the Guinier approximation does not perform the best in the isotropic case, but instead presents the maximum overestimation for the spherical case = 1. We believe these findings challenge the conventional idea that the Guinier plot performs better the more globular, or roughly spherical, the particle is.
However, the magnitude of the Guinier deviation from the correct R G is at most 3% in Fig. 7 , demonstrating the strength of the Guinier approximation in reliably estimating R G for a variety of scattering geometries. The proposed approximation should be used, we think, not as a substitute for the Guinier plot, but as a complement to it, providing an additional estimate on the scatterer's anisotropy, as well as a refinement on R G , assuming sufficiently low noise levels.
Conclusions
In this work we have developed an approximation for SAXS curves of ellipsoids of revolution that allows for an estimation of the anisotropy of the scatterer. This approximation is shown to be reasonably accurate even for non-ellipsoidal scatterers, accurately estimating the anisotropic envelope of molecules from their SAXS curves computed both from their PDB models and from experimental data. The proposed approach can be useful in SAXS data analysis as an extension of the Guinier approximation and for a more data-driven initialization of ab initio structure reconstruction algorithms. Comparison of R G estimation between the proposed approximation and the Guinier approximation for a set of ellipsoids with R G = 10 and ¼ ½0:1; . . . ; 3. The proposed approach correctly estimates R G in all cases, while the Guinier approximation exhibits a nonlinear deviation from the true R G consistent with equation (18).
